FPG AIM and SIB & Partners Announce Partnership, Marking the Expansion of
FPG AIM’s Suite of Services and Entry Into New Markets
8 January 2020
Melbourne / Tokyo / Singapore / Rotterdam / Zurich - 8 January 2020 - Asset finance specialist FPG
Asset & Investment Management BV (“FPG AIM”) and corporate services provider SIB & Partners (“SIB”)
announce today their strategic partnership. SIB will move forward under the new name of ACE by FPG AIM
(“ACE”). With offices in Singapore, Australia, Switzerland and Japan, ACE operates in a wide variety of
sectors and geographies and its clients range from corporates and SMEs to entrepreneurs, start-ups and
scale-ups.
This partnership will allow FPG AIM and ACE to build on their respective businesses by taking advantage of
the many synergies between the two companies. FPG AIM will be able to offer ACE’s suite of corporate
services to its growing base of clients in the maritime and aviation industries, thus creating new efficiencies
and cost savings for its clients. ACE will be able to expand its already strong client base by leveraging off of
FPG AIM’s extensive relationships in the finance and legal industries.
Commenting, Marcus Jung, Partner of FPG AIM stated: “We are delighted with our partnership with SIB
given the success SIB has had since it was established and because we see many opportunities to help
grow ACE’s business further through our existing network of clients, banks and law-firms.”
Mattijs Sibbing, founder of SIB & Partners, echoed similar sentiments: “We have been looking for the right
partner for a long time and we are excited to have found FPG AIM. FPG AIM has an excellent network and
the right resources in the right jurisdictions to grow ACE and we look forward to working together with them.”
FPG AIM was advised by Asia Practice LLC and Van Berkum advised SIB & Partners.
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NOTE TO EDITORS:
About FPG AIM:
Partly owned by Financial Products Group Co., Ltd. with offices in the Netherlands, Singapore and Dubai, FPG AIM provides global
sourcing, structuring, arranging and M&A advisory services to investors, banks and companies active in the aircraft, shipping and
marine container industries. More information can be found on the company’s website at www.fpg-aim.com
About ACE:
SIB & Partners is now “ACE by FPG AIM”. With offices in Singapore, Japan, Switzerland and Australia, ACE assists companies and
entrepreneurs with their international expansion, from initial set-up to on-going administration and compliance. More information can
be found on the company’s website at www.acebyfpgaim.com

